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Hello everyone, I am using Dell Optiplex 330. and I successfully upgraded it to Windows 10. Before
that i followed your guide and after that I installed the updates of Windows. My one problem is that
when I am trying to start up the BIOS, it shows an error that it shows Windows: bios and it says that
this a system error, please help me. so that I can start up again my computer. I've upgraded a Dell

Optiplex 630 to Windows 10 Pro and it worked without issue, with my only issue being a lack of
available languages in Windows 10. Other than that I'm very happy with the upgrade, and I'd like to

give a huge thank you for the great guide. It failed so I repeated the process. At the end of the
process it crashed. I looked in the Device Manager and it was listed as a DELL Computer. So I logged
onto Windows 7 Home edition and found the disc that came with the computer. Once booted in the

Home Edition I did a repair install and now it is displaying as a Windows 7 Home Edition. After seeing
an article on Dell forums by Philip , I tried the guide and got stuck with a weird message on a screen

- it read 'MCA-PROM: [Fxboard] Disabled'. Not knowing what this meant, I went to search for a
solution. I have been running Windows 10 for quite a while on Dell Inspiron 15 (with that UEFI BIOS,

not very trusting, one). However the original installation of Windows on this machine was always
"install and activate with Windows". I have realized this is not good. 5ec8ef588b
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